Project Overview
Target students: Medium to advanced level Class size: 10 -15 Condition: Share Information Goals:
1. Being able to use the correct expressions to provide the information in regards to nationality, purpose for entering the county, and the duration for staying in the country.
2. Being able to obtain the information by asking questions relating to Customs.
3. Being able to recognize the signs for the declaration items.
4. Understanding the rules and regulations for passing through customs.
Input:
Video clips, ID cards, forms, signs, reading, Brainstorming products, item list
Tasks Sequencing
(1) Overall tasks complexity (Chart 1) (5) Students are divided into pairs to come out a complete dialogue related to the video. Each group selects two students to present the dialogue. The teacher debriefs and assesses the activity.
Bree 1) Jigsaw
(1) The teacher put 7 signs about customs on the blackbroad including 易燃易爆，易碎，植物, 肉食，动物，酒，药品 students start to guess the meaning of this sign. Then, the teacher will teach the meaning of each sign. (1) Play the episode again which are silent and without subtitles. (7) The activity should last for about 10 minutes. The students as the officers need to try to interview as many travelers as possible to fill in the custom officer role-play sheet（海关官员登记表）and the students as the travelers need to try to pass through as many customs as possible by correctly answering the questions.
(8) Reverse the students' roles and repeat the activity. 2) Writing task
(1) Divide the students into three groups, teacher distribute each group a description card for a person's information. Each group has to read through the information on the description card and use the information to create a dialogue for passing through customs within 5 minutes. (2) Each group has to send two people to the stage, one as the Customs officer and the other as the traveler, to perform the dialogue their group creates to the rest of the class.
(3) The rest of the class have to pay attention to the dialogue, they have homework to do according to the information from the dialogue.
(4) The homework for the students: they have to mark down the information from the dialogues from other three teams, and write a paragraph for each team regarding the information for the traveler's status, including the name, nationality, purpose for visiting and the duration for the visit.
